Current management options for recurrent adrenocortical carcinoma
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Abstract: Adrenal cortical carcinoma (ACC) is a rare cancer that poses a number of management challenges due to the limited number of effective systemic treatments. Complete surgical resection offers the best chance of long-term survival. However, despite complete resection, ACC is associated with high recurrence rates. This review will discuss the management of recurrent ACC in adults following complete surgical resection. Management should take place in a specialist center and treatment decisions must consider the individual tumor biology of each case of recurrence. Given the fact that ACC commonly recurs, management to prevent recurrence should be considered from initial diagnosis with the use of adjuvant mitotane. Close follow up with clinical examination and imaging is important for early detection of recurrent disease. Locoregional recurrence may be isolated, and repeat surgical resection should be considered along with mitotane. The use of radiotherapy in ACC remains controversial. Systemic recurrence most often involves liver, pulmonary, and bone metastasis and is usually managed with mitotane, with or without combination chemotherapy. There is a limited role for surgical resection in systemic recurrence in selected patients. In all patients with recurrent disease, control of excessive hormone production is an important part of management. Despite intensive management of recurrent ACC, treatment failure is common and the use of clinical trials and novel treatment is an important part of management.
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Background

Adrenal cortical carcinoma (ACC) has an incidence of approximately 0.5–2.0/million per year.1–3 ACC can develop at any age with a maximal incidence seen in adults aged 40–50 years.4 Clinical presentation is due to functional symptoms related to excess adrenal hormone production, local symptoms related to tumor mass/local invasion, or incidental diagnosis by radiology. ACC is a heterogeneous disease characterized by a generally poor prognosis with an overall 5-year survival of less than 35%.5,6 At presentation, most patients have localized disease amenable to surgical resection, and 30%–40% of patients will have systemic disease.6–8 Due to poor response rates to systemic treatments, few patients with systemic disease achieve complete remission. Complete surgical resection offers the best hope for long-term survival; however ACC remains a challenging malignancy as many patients develop recurrent disease despite complete resection. In isolated cases, patients with systemic disease will have remission following treatment. Although it is not a focus of this review, the management principles for the treatment of recurrence following systemic remission are similar to recurrence following complete surgical resection.
Pathology
A challenge in the management of ACC is to quantify the recurrence risk from diagnosis. In the absence of metastatic disease or local invasion, the pathological diagnosis of ACC alone can be difficult due to the lack of clear-cut morphological criteria.9 Differential diagnostic scores have been developed for pathological diagnosis; currently the Weiss and modified Weiss scores are the most widely accepted scoring systems and are based on histological findings.10,11 These systems are not infallible and tumors initially diagnosed as benign can have unpredictable behavior. Immunohistochemistry provides important information for the diagnosis of ACC.12 Insulin-like growth factor 2 (IGF-2) overexpression has been identified in up to 90% of patients with sporadic ACC compared to adrenal cortical adenomas.13 The proliferation marker Ki-67 has also been demonstrated to be of importance in determining ACC and a patient’s risk of recurrence. A high Ki-67 index (>10%) is associated with a shortened disease-free status and decreased overall survival.9,14

Experimentally, the use of transcriptome, microRNA, and methylation profiling have been useful in diagnosing ACC, and offer the potential to stratify the risk of recurrence; however these techniques are yet to be validated in clinical practice.15–19

One example of this experimentation is the gene expression analysis of 153 adrenal tumors by de Reynies et al, where adrenal tumors were able to be classified into distinct diagnostic and prognostic groups.20 This study found differential expression of the cell cycle regulation genes DLG7 and PINK1 were a reliable indicator of benign and malignant tumors. ACCs were able to be classified into two distinct prognostic groups based on the combined expression of the genes BUB1B and PINK1, with the better prognostic group less likely to have recurrent disease following surgery and also having an improved overall survival rate.

Management following initial surgical resection
Due to the high risk of recurrent disease, management of recurrence should be considered from the initial diagnosis. As with other malignancies, the management should take place in a multidisciplinary setting. Following surgery, the surgical resection margins need to be carefully assessed. If a complete resection (R0) has not been achieved, the role and feasibility of further surgical resection needs to be considered, as complete surgical resection is a critical prognostic factor.17 Patients with functional tumors should have post-operative hormone levels assessed as these levels can be used to indicate the completeness of surgical resection.21

Adjuvant mitotane
Adjuvant mitotane needs to be considered in all patients following surgical resection. Mitotane, a synthetic derivative of the insecticide dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) is an adrenolytic agent that has been the mainstay of medical management for metastatic ACC since it was discovered in the 1950s. However, its role in the adjuvant setting is less clear.5 Adjuvant mitotane has been shown in a number of retrospective case control series to improve recurrence-free survival following complete surgical resection22–23 but these results have been criticized due to the possibility of selection bias and confounding.24 Adjuvant mitotane requires long-term treatment and frequent drug monitoring.25 Toxicity such as anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea are common and can limit adjuvant mitotane’s use as a long-term treatment.12,24,25 Mitotane use is associated with hypertriglycerideremia, changes in hormone binding globulins, and induction of hepatic microsomal enzymes leading to multiple drug interactions.25 These effects, and the need for monitoring, are further discussed in the section of mitotane therapy for systemic recurrence.

It has been suggested that, due to the difficulties associated with long term mitotane therapy, the use of adjuvant mitotane can be determined by the risk of recurrence, which can be stratified into low to intermediate and high risk.26 Patients with a high recurrence risk are defined by an initial tumor size of >8 cm, microscopic invasion of blood vessels/tumor capsule, or a Ki-67 index of >10%. These patients should be offered adjuvant mitotane routinely and considered for radiotherapy to the adrenal bed. Patients without these indications can be classified as low to intermediate risk, and for these patients the Efficacy of Adjuvant Mitotane Treatment (ADIUVO) study is currently recruiting.27 This study is an international randomized trial comparing mitotane to observational follow up. Until these results are available most centers recommend adjuvant mitotane after complete resection.1

Follow up after surgical resection
Due to the risk of recurrence and the possibility of further surgical treatment for recurrent ACC patients, close follow up is required. Early detection of recurrence is important as local recurrence or limited metastatic disease may be amenable to complete surgical resection (R0), which can be followed by long periods of disease-free survival.1
Follow-up should take the form of clinical assessment and progress imaging by computerized tomography (CT) with or without positron emission tomography (PET) scanning. In specialist centers, a range of follow up protocols has been suggested. These protocols include abdominal and chest CT every 3 months for the first 2 years post-surgery, increasing to 6–12 monthly intervals for at least 5 years. PET scans can be used as an alternative to CT imaging. Other imaging such as bone scans should be performed on a symptomatic basis. Patients with functional tumors should have hormone levels measured every 3 months as a means of early detection of tumor recurrence. A novel follow-up method currently under investigation is the use of urine steroid metabolomics, which the EURINE-ACT study is currently assessing as a technique to detect recurrence in comparison to imaging.

Recurrence rates and the role of specialist centers

ACC recurs commonly after complete surgical resection with reported rates of 21%–91%. The wide ranges of reported recurrences are likely due to variability with patient selection of each series. Most series reporting recurrence are retrospective, including patients who have been referred to specialist centers after the development of recurrence, thereby creating a selection bias. This was highlighted by the series of Fassnacht et al which compared Stage II ACC patients, who were followed up prospectively following surgery by a specialist unit, against a group of patients referred 4 months or more after surgery. Patients referred at the time of initial surgery were found to have a recurrence rate of 30%, compared to 74% for patients referred later. This series also found improved 5-year survival rates of 96% in patients referred initially, compared to 55% in patients referred later. In this series, patients who were referred at an earlier point of time were more likely to receive adjuvant mitotane, and it is thought the survival benefit could be due to a combination of patient selection and the increased use of mitotane. There is additional evidence that treatment in a high-volume center (defined by number of ACC cases treated each year, with 0.8 indicating a high volume center) may also improve treatment and survival.

If available, treatment in a specialist center is important. ACC is rare, and this low incidence makes it difficult for individual medical centers to gain experience in its treatment. The advent of specialist centers has allowed for the development of international ACC study collaborations and led to prospective trials, such as the First International Randomized trial in locally advanced and Metastatic Adrenocortical Carcinoma Treatment (FIRM-ACT) trial. These collaborative efforts are leading to a greater knowledge of the natural history and management of ACC and improving treatment.

ACC can recur at any time, with most recurrences occurring in the first 2 years following surgery, with 40% of patients relapsing in this time. After complete resection, more than 50% of patients will develop recurrence within 5 years.

Locoregional recurrence comprises 19%–60% of total recurrences reported. Approximately 25% of patients have isolated locoregional recurrence. Locoregional recurrence can involve the pancreas, spleen, liver, diaphragm, and retroperitoneum. Systemic recurrences are most commonly detected in the lungs and liver with reported rates of 39%–65% total recurrences. Around 25% of systemic recurrences have been reported in lymph nodes, and 15% reported in bone.

Management of recurrent ACC

When deciding on management, it is essential to consider the underlying tumor biology of ACC for each individual patient. ACC is an aggressive malignancy with a varied and heterogeneous natural history, and its treatment, such as extensive surgery, can carry considerable morbidity. Tumor biology is assessed by clinical judgment; it has been suggested that a minimum recurrence-free period of 6–12 months should be used to select patients who are likely to benefit from further surgery. Patients who have developed recurrence within 3 months of surgical resection, have rapidly progressive symptoms, or a lactate dehydrogenase level of >1000 units/L indicate rapidly progressive ACC and are unlikely to respond to current treatment. The management of recurrent disease will be discussed for locoregional (adrenal bed) and systemic disease recurrence.

Locoregional recurrence

Surgery

With isolated locoregional recurrence, repeat surgery in selected patients can lead to improved survival. An aggressive surgical approach to achieve complete resection (R0) is advisable in patients who are fit for reoperation. In a recent large series review, Datrice et al have shown that resection for recurrent disease is safe and of benefit in patients with a disease-free interval of greater than 12 months. The surgical principles during reoperation are the same as those during the index procedure, with the aim to completely resect...
all disease, as incomplete resection leads to poorer survival outcomes.7

If complete resection is not possible, debulking of tumors offers little benefit, but may be considered in selected patients prior to adjuvant therapy.21 Debunking surgery is of most benefit in patients with functional tumors not controlled by medical treatment.

For patients with isolated locoregional recurrence not amenable to a likely R0 resection, neo-adjuvant combined chemotherapy should be offered with the aim of complete resection if there is a response to treatment.

Surgery should be undertaken in a specialist center by an experienced endocrine surgeon in consultation with a multidisciplinary team.27 An open surgical approach is recommended for reoperation for locoregional recurrence due to the risk of tumor spillage, while minimally invasive surgery is inappropriate in this setting.39

Radiotherapy
Radiotherapy remains a controversial subject in the treatment of ACC and has traditionally been reserved for situations of palliative therapy.40 There has been limited evidence and no clear consensus guidelines in the specific role of neo-adjuvant or adjuvant radiotherapy.21 The proximity of the adrenal bed to sensitive organs such as the kidney, liver, spinal cord, and small bowel has made treatment difficult, especially with older radiotherapy techniques.41

Despite this, radiotherapy should be considered in patients with locoregional recurrence. Most evidence for radiotherapy is in regards to adjuvant radiotherapy. The evidence is conflicting; some series have demonstrated that patients who received adjuvant radiotherapy to the resection bed were less likely to develop locoregional recurrence,35 while other specialist centers have found no difference with the use of adjuvant radiotherapy.42 Guidelines proposed by the German ACC consortium recommend commencement of adjuvant radiotherapy within 3 months of surgery for patients with microscopically involved or indeterminate resection margins and stage III disease regardless of resection status. In addition, radiotherapy should be considered for tumors greater than 8 cm, with a Ki-67 Index > 10% or invasion of adjacent vasculature.43

In a retrospective series over a 20 year period of 58 patients with 64 treatment instances of ACC, it was found that a 4.7 times higher risk of local recurrence was associated with a lack of radiotherapy, compared to treatment regimens that involved radiotherapy after surgical resection; however there was no difference in overall survival.44 This study had a number of limitations including a mix of treatment episodes, with 37 treatments for primary ACC and 27 for recurrent disease. Treatments involved surgery alone in 38 instances; ten instances were for surgery with adjuvant radiotherapy, and 16 for definitive radiotherapy for unresectable disease.

Radiotherapy has been shown to be effective in a palliative setting, especially to symptomatic bone, brain, and inferior vena cava disease.41,43,45

Given the conflicting evidence, the role of radiotherapy is yet to be elucidated by multicenter prospective trials. Until this data is available, radiotherapy should be considered after reoperation for locoregional control and for definitive treatment in recurrence not amenable to surgical resection.

Radiofrequency ablation
Percutaneous image-guided radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has appeal in delivering a minimally invasive, locally effective treatment, especially in patients who are not candidates for reoperation.

Available evidence has shown that RFA can produce effective, short-term local control of primary ACC in an adjuvant setting for tumors less than 50 mm in size, that are not near sensitive tissues or large blood vessels.46 RFA has been demonstrated in a small case series of 15 ACC recurrences to be well tolerated, with 53% of patients demonstrating decrease in tumor size or loss of enhancement on imaging.46 Smaller tumors fared better (<50 mm), with up to 67% demonstrating complete ablation.

RFA in combination with surgical resection may allow for better disease control in the setting of local and isolated systemic recurrence.38 However, side effects of bleeding, infection, and injury to adjacent organs can occur. Nevertheless, with advancing technology, RFA has the potential to have a role in treatment options of recurrent ACC in selected patients.38

Systemic recurrence
Patients who develop systemic disease have a poor prognosis, with a 5-year survival rate of less than 15%.6,22,31,47 Conventional medical treatment is mitotane, with or without chemotherapy, and adrenal hormone control. However, response rates to medical treatment remain disappointing.3 There is a limited role for surgical resection in a small number of selected patients. Given the limited treatment options and poor prognosis of ACC, novel treatments and
clinical trials are important components in the treatment of systemic disease.

Medical treatment
Conventional or first line treatments can be mitotane alone or mitotane in combination with chemotherapy. European Society for Medical Oncology guidelines recommend combination chemotherapy and mitotane for patients with inoperable ACC with high tumor volume and rapid disease, whilst mitotane alone can be used initially for patients with low tumor volume, slow progression, or those unfit for chemotherapy.3

Mitotane
Patients who have not previously received systemic treatment should receive high dose mitotane as a first line treatment.1 High dose mitotane aims for a blood level of 14–20 mg/L. Mitotane blood levels should be checked following 3 weeks of treatment, and if plasma levels remain low (<7 mg/L), the dose should be adjusted and cytotoxic chemotherapy considered. Supportive treatment with hydrocortisone substitution is required to cover adrenal insufficiency, and fludrocortisone may be required depending on blood pressure, serum potassium levels, and plasma renin activity.5 The effect of mitotane to induce cytochrome P450 3A4 means that up to half of administered hydrocortisone can be rapidly inactivated, requiring high steroid doses to obtain adequate cover.58 Mitotane inhibits 5α-reductase and androgen replacement may also be required.49 Liver function tests, thyroid function, and blood lipid levels need to be monitored while patients are receiving mitotane.3

Approximately one third of patients will receive a response but generally there is little increase in survival rates,25,49,50 although there are reported isolated cases of long-term disease control51 and rare cases of disease remission.52 For functional tumors, an additional benefit of mitotane is that it will control hormone excess in most patients.50

Chemotherapy plus mitotane
Patients who have rapidly progressing disease should receive combination treatment as a first line treatment; however, the response rates are poor, with few patients receiving long term benefit.1 Chemotherapy used in ACC as conventional treatment includes either streptozocin, or the combination etoposide, doxorubicin, and cisplatin (EDP). These two treatments were compared in the FIRM-ACT study.53 A response rate of 23% was found in the EDP-mitotane group, versus 9% in the streptozocin-mitotane group. The EDP-mitotane group had a 5 month progression-free survival advantage compared to 2 months for the Streptozocin-mitotane group, but no significant overall survival benefit. Despite the poor response, this trial is important as it is the largest prospective trial (304 patients) undertaken on ACC and provides a baseline against which further novel treatments can be compared. Given these results, patients should receive EDP and mitotane as a first line combination treatment.5

Patients receiving mitotane with or without chemotherapy should be assessed at two-monthly intervals for tumor progression. Patients who show tumor regression or stable disease should be considered for surgical resection or continuation of therapy. Patients with progressive disease should consider other chemotherapy regimens or be enrolled in a clinical trial.

Salvage chemotherapy treatments
There are currently no established second or third line chemotherapy regimens for systemic disease.54 However, a phase-II trial of gemcitabine plus capecitabine has shown some encouraging results, with 46% of patients having stable disease for more than 4 months,55 and this has been suggested as a possible second/third line regimen.5 Patients should be considered for clinical trials if they have progressive disease with conventional treatment.

Medical treatment of steroid excess
Patients with systemic disease must undergo monitoring and control of steroid hormone excess, as they can die from infections and hypercortisolism, rather than from tumor burden. This is especially important in the setting of chemotherapy-induced immunosuppression.28 Adrenal enzyme inhibition can be achieved with the use of mitotane, ketoconazole, metyrapone, etomidate, or mifepristone. These medications require close monitoring and frequent dose adjustments.56

Surgery and other local treatments
Surgical resection has a role in selected patients with systemic recurrence of ACC. Patients with metastatic disease amenable to complete surgical resection, for example liver or lung metastasis, should be considered for resection even if it is required to be completed over two stages.21,57,58 Complete surgical resection of recurrent disease in a medically fit and symptomatic patient can be of benefit and is associated with long-term survival in some patients.5,59 Any decision in offering radical surgical treatment is dependent on the tumor biology and will not offer any benefit for patients with rapidly progressive tumors.38
The role for debulking surgery in systemic ACC is more limited and should only be considered for patients with uncontrollable hormone production. In this situation, debulking surgery can provide effective symptom palliation.1,7

Radiotherapy and other ablation techniques (RFA/laser) also have a limited role in systemic recurrence but can be useful for palliation for local symptomatic and hormone production control in selected cases.43,60

A suggested plan of management for recurrent ACC is shown in Figure 1.

**Novel and future treatments**

The poor survival results with systemic ACC demonstrates the need for improved treatment options, and a number of novel and targeted therapies have been studied with mixed results as discussed below.

**Tyrosine kinase inhibitors**

Treatments trialled have included targeted treatments against epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). EGFR is overexpressed in most ACCs, making it a useful target for treatment;61 however, targeted treatment with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor erlotinib plus gemcitabine showed a limited response as a salvage treatment, with a response only seen in one out of ten patients.62 Poor response was also seen with the use of imatinib.63 Sunitinib, which targets several tyrosine kinase inhibitors, has been shown to have a modest response, with some patients achieving stable disease in a phase-II trial.64 This trial showed worse results with concomitant mitotane, possibly due to reduced serum sunitinib levels caused by mitotane induced cytochrome P450-3A4 activity.

More promising results have been seen with the targeting of insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF-1R). IGF-2, which is over-expressed in ACCs, is known to signal predominantly through IGF-1R.65 Study of the oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor (OSI-906) which targets IGF-1R has shown promising results, with stabilization of disease seen in five out of 16 patients.66 This agent is currently being evaluated by the GALACCTIC clinical trial.67

---

**Figure 1** Suggested management plan for recurrent disease.

**Abbreviations:** ACC, Adrenal cortical carcinoma; MDT, multidisciplinary team; RFA, radio-frequency ablation; XRT, radiotherapy.
Angiogenesis inhibitors

Due to the highly vascular nature of ACC, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) has also been assessed as a treatment target; however, a study of bevacizumab used in combination with capcetabine showed no response in ten patients as a salvage treatment, with severe toxicity seen in two patients.88

Mammalian target of rapamycin signaling

Another target of interest in ACC is mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) due to its relationship with IGF-1R. mTOR is a downstream signaling node for a number of receptor tyrosine kinases including IGF-1R; however, inhibition of mTOR alone leads to activation of other tumorigenic pathways, thereby limiting its use as a single agent for the treatment of malignancy.89 An exploratory study of the use of everolimus, a rapamycin analog, has shown no clinical response.70 Combination treatment targeting mTOR showed more promise in a recent phase-I trial using the IGF-1R antibody cixutumumab combined with temsirolimus, where 42% of patients achieved disease control with a multidisciplinary approach it is possible for some patients to achieve stable disease for a minimum of 6 months.71

Future treatments

Other targets of interest include the Wnt/β-catenin pathway, interleukin-13 receptor alpha2, microRNA therapies, and demethylating agents.19,72–74

Conclusion

Recurrence of ACC remains a difficult disease to treat, but with a multidisciplinary approach it is possible for some patients to achieve long-term disease control and survival. As ACC is a rare disease, many patients are only referred to specialist centers following the development of recurrence. To achieve better outcomes, patients should be referred to, or advice sought from, a specialist center at the initial suspicion of ACC. The poor response rates to current systemic treatment offer ACC as a model to researchers to identify new treatment targets and assess novel treatments to improve outcomes in this difficult disease.
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